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Abstract—Automated management and orchestration of
cloud applications have become increasingly important, partly
due to the large skills shortage in IT operations and the
increasing complexity of cloud applications. Cloud modeling
languages play an important role in this, both for describing
the structure of a cloud application and specifying the man-
agement actions around it. The TOSCA cloud model standard
recently defined declarative workflows as the preferred way
to specify these management actions but, as noted in the
standard itself, this is far from ideal. This paper draws lessons
from six years of using declarative workflows in Juju for
deploying and managing complex platforms such as OpenStack
and Kubernetes in production. This confirms the limitations:
declarative workflows are inflexible, hard to reuse, and allow
for related components to become silently incompatible. This
paper proposes the reactive pattern to solve these issues by
enabling the creation of emergent workflows using declarative
flags and handlers, which can be easily grouped into reusable
layers. After more than two years of using this pattern in
production as part of our charms.reactive framework, it is clear
that it enables reusability and ensures compatibility: 67% of
reactive charms share parts of the management workflow and
73% of reactive charms share a relationship workflow.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the large skills shortage in IT operations [1]
and the increasing complexity of cloud applications [2],
automated management and orchestration of cloud appli-
cations have become increasingly important. The OASIS
Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applica-
tions (TOSCA) [3] is a front-runner in this field: a standard
with large backing from both the industry and academia.
It provides a specification to create self-contained cloud
models that describe the structure of a cloud application in a
topology model, as well as the surrounding management and
orchestration processes in a workflow model. The order in
which these processes are to be executed is either explicitly
defined in an imperative workflow model or implicitly in
a declarative workflow model. The latter type is of great
importance to this research because it allows capturing the
knowledge on how to manage a cloud application in a
reusable way, which is crucial to solving the skills shortage
and the complexity of cloud applications [2]. Consequently,
the Juju cloud modeling language [4], which closely re-
sembles the TOSCA standard, has been using declarative
workflows since its inception. Section II introduces these
concepts and related work in greater detail.
However, as noted in the TOSCA specification itself,
declarative workflows are inherently inflexible: every work-
flow needs to adhere to a single lifecycle defined by the
cloud modeling language. The real-world implications of
this issue have become painfully clear during 6 years of
managing complex platforms in production with Juju. Sec-
tion III reflects on this experience and identifies the main
shortcomings of the declarative approach.
This paper proposes the reactive pattern in Section IV
to address the limitations of declarative workflows. Specif-
ically, the reactive pattern allows creating custom-fit work-
flows, not limited by lifecycles, and enables more fine-
grained reuse than declarative workflows. Its implementation
is discussed in Section V and the evaluation of two years
of production use is discussed in Section VI. The reactive
pattern has resulted in widespread code reuse and increased
compatibility. Consequently, it forms a great battle-tested
foundation for improved workflow support in the TOSCA
standard.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. Cloud Modeling Languages
Model-based management of cloud applications is ubiqui-
tous [2] and can be traced back to the 1995 paper of Burgess
et al. where the idea of converging towards a predefined end-
state was proposed [5]: a system administrator declaratively
specifies what the desired end-state of the cloud application
is, and an orchestrator interprets that specification and iter-
atively executes the required actions to get the application
into that state. This idea has evolved over the years and has
resulted in the creation of topology-based cloud modeling
languages to enable better portability and reusability [3]:
the model of the cloud application consists of a graph of
components which are connected by their dependencies.
Each component is a self-contained description of part of
the cloud application and new models can be created by
rearranging the components thus making each component
reusable.
As said in the introduction, OASIS TOSCA [3] provides
a specification to create self-contained cloud models that
describe both a) the structure of a cloud application in a
topology model, and b) the management and orchestration
processes surrounding it in a workflow model. The topology
consists of a number of nodes connected to each other using
relationships. Relationships denote dependencies between
two nodes. A web app, for example, might have a rela-
tionship with a database to denote that the web app uses
the database for storage. The types of relationships possible
between nodes are defined by their node type in the form of
requirements and capabilities: a relationship connects a node
that requires a certain dependency to a node that provides
the same dependency. The structure of the workflow model
has changed over the past few years. TOSCA 1.0, released
in 2013, does not enforce a specific workflow language but
favors BPMN. TOSCA Simple YAML profile 1.0, released
in 2016, lost the ability to specify a workflow and only
with the 2018 release of TOSCA Simple YAML profile 1.1
have workflows been included again, now in two forms:
imperative and declarative workflows [6].
B. Imperative Workflows
Imperative workflows are often depicted as a set of
activities linked by a control flow. Each activity is a piece of
work that forms one logical step of a process. The control
flow describes the order in which the individual activities
are performed. These can be represented as a directed graph
where each node represents an activity and the vertices
describe the control flow. In an imperative workflow, the
order of execution is explicitly defined as part of the
workflow definition e.g. as a flow diagram. Many IT ser-
vice management practices such as Information Technology
Infrastructure Library (ITIL) [7] use imperative workflows
as high-level descriptions of IT business processes. Thus,
the use of such workflows in cloud modeling languages
makes it easy to align IT services with business needs.
The imperative workflows in a cloud model define how to
deploy, manage and undeploy a topology. Each activity is a
management action such as “install MySQL”, and the control
flow describes when each management action needs to be
performed. During deployment, the orchestrator executes the
workflow step by step until the entire topology is deployed.
The downside of using imperative workflows is that they
are defined for a specific topology instead of for one com-
ponent. Thus, when the topology is changed, the workflow
needs to be recreated. This is an inherent limitation of
imperative workflows: changing a constraint in an imperative
workflow description requires a complete rewrite of the
control flow [8]. Having to rewrite the workflow every time
a component in the topology changes, goes against the mod-
ular nature of topology-based cloud modeling languages.
Wagner et al. propose to define the imperative workflows
on the level of the individual nodes, and interconnect the
workflows of all the components in a topology using a
choreography. This approach however still requires manual
creation of the choreography because the orchestrator cannot
know how the individual workflows should be connected [9].
C. Declarative Workflows
Declarative workflows provide optimal reusability: the
declarative workflow for each component of a topology is
contained inside the description of that node. Adding the
node to the topology will automatically add all the manage-
ment activities to the global workflow. This is because the
control flow is not explicitly specified but rather implicitly
derived from the constraints of each activity. In TOSCA, the
constraints specify which lifecycle phase the activity is part
of, for example installing, configuring or starting. It is then
up to the orchestrator to decide when each lifecycle phase
for each component needs to be executed, so the orches-
trator “generates” an imperative workflow by merging all
activities from all nodes in the topology [10]. The lifecycles
themselves are however defined by the orchestrator which
presents the biggest drawback of declarative workflows in
TOSCA: workflows are limited to the states and transitions
defined in the orchestrator’s lifecycle.
Furthermore, this also restricts the types of dependencies
possible between nodes. TOSCA specifies a number of
normative relationships that each carry specific meaning
about the dependency between related nodes. As an example,
the DependsOn relationship means that the target node needs
to be started before the source node is created. This directly
translates into how the orchestrator connects the declarative
workflows of these two components: the deployment work-
flow of the source node is executed when the target node
reaches the started state. As a result, declarative workflows
can only model dependencies which are explicitly defined
by the orchestrator. The current TOSCA specification, for
example, does not support circular dependencies [11], i.e.
dependencies where the control flow jumps back and forth
between two nodes multiple times.
III. LESSONS LEARNED: HISTORY OF DECLARATIVE
WORKFLOWS IN JUJU
Juju [4] is a cloud modeling language and orchestrator
created by Canonical that closely resembles the TOSCA
standard. Since its inception in 2012, Juju has been used in
production to deploy big software such as OpenStack and
Big Data clusters [12], and is at the core of BootStack and
the Canonical Distribution of Kubernetes.
A Juju charm is similar to a TOSCA node type: it repre-
sents one service in the cloud application and defines which
relationships it supports using requires and provides state-
ments. Juju also uses declarative workflows: the orchestrator
defines a number of lifecycle stages such as install, start
and config-changed, and executes a program called a hook
during each lifecycle stage. A hook is a workflow activity
and its name defines which lifecycle transition it performs.
Thus, the Juju orchestrator decides when hook code gets
executed, and the charm developer decides what operation
should be performed. A deployed instance of a charm is
called a unit and adding a unit to a model automatically
adds the hooks of its charm to the topology-wide declarative
management workflow. This approach resulted in a number
of issues.
The lifecycle provided by Juju does not match the
actual lifecycle of the managed services. Juju’s provided
lifecycle is too simple for most services, which require
many more lifecycle phases and transitions. This results
in a frequently used anti-pattern where all lifecycle stages
execute the exact same code which implements a rudimen-
tary state machine with if-then statements that mimics the
real lifecycle of the application. The state machine figures
out which actual lifecycle stage the application is in, and
executes the required actions. Expanding the lifecycle of
Juju’s orchestrator is not a good solution because each
service requires its own specialized lifecycle so a one-size-
fits-all lifecycle is simply not sufficient. Moreover, it should
not be up to the orchestrator to define what the lifecycle of
a service is, this should be defined by the service.
Reusing parts of the lifecycle of a single service
is difficult. Many services share components, and many
lifecycle steps are the same for multiple services. Many
services are installed using the distribution package manager,
for example, and need to be updated when security fixes are
released. Encapsulating this functionality in a way that it
allows being reused in other lifecycles is not possible. Over
the years, a number of charm helper libraries have been
created in order to increase code reuse, but the issue with
a library is that it only encapsulates how to do a certain
lifecycle action, not when that action should be performed.
The relationship lifecycle provided by Juju does not
match the actual relationship lifecycle of the managed
services. As explained in Section II, the use of declarative
lifecycles restricts the types of dependencies between two
nodes to the ones supported by the orchestrator. Juju sup-
ports only one type of dependency in which the lifecycles
of both units run concurrently. After the start hook of both
units, the relationship lifecycle runs and the units exchange
configuration values. In reality, however, many services
require knowing configuration values, such as the IP address
of a database, before starting. This causes developers to
create a state machine that completely ignores hooks such
as config-changed and start, and waits until the relation-
changed hook to actually configure and start the service.
This results in a discrepancy between the state that the
orchestrator thinks a service is in, and the actual state a
service is in.
Silent incompatible relationships. Because of the pre-
vious issue, the relationship lifecycles are actually imple-
mented by the charm, instead of by the orchestrator. The
orchestrator has therefore no way of verifying that two ends
of a relationship actually implement a compatible lifecycle.
This has resulted in many semi-compatible charms that im-
plement the same relationship according to the orchestrator,
but differ in subtle incompatible ways in practice.
IV. THE REACTIVE PATTERN
This paper proposes the reactive pattern as a funda-
mentally new approach to managing services using cloud
modeling languages. Such pattern allows the creation of
flexible and reusable emergent workflows that manage the
entire lifecycle of a modeled cloud application including
dependency management, initial deployment, second day
operations, topology changes and node type upgrades. Al-
though it was initially created for the Juju cloud modeling
language, the pattern itself is generic enough so that it
can be used in different cloud modeling languages such as
TOSCA or as the service engine in a Distributed Service
Orchestrator [13]. This section gradually introduces all the
primitives of the reactive pattern and explains their role and
how they address the shortcomings of declarative workflows.
Just like with regular declarative workflows, the actual
management operations are encapsulated in activities which
are part of the node definitions. The novel part of this
pattern is how the control flow gets created: the orchestrator
does not define a lifecycle, it only defines a number of
events. Developers create custom event-based workflows
for each service and hook them into these events. These
workflows are created using constraint-based modeling [14]:
each activity defines a set of constraints which need to be
satisfied in order for them to execute. Unlike approaches like
DECLARE [15], these constraints are not explicitly tied to
events regarding the execution of other activities. Rather,
the constraints use semantic flags that can also represent a
number of different types of events such as the arrival in
a certain state, a change in the topology and service events
e.g. a crash.
A. Handlers and Flags
The reactive framework is based on the idea of handlers
reacting to flags. Handlers are the activities of the workflow:
pieces of code that perform management actions on the
cloud service. The control flow, the order in which handlers
get executed, is driven by flags: each handler defines which
flags it reacts to, i.e. which flags need to be set and/or
unset for the handler to execute. The framework executes
a handler when its preconditions are met, during which it
modifies the service, and can set and clear flags. This triggers
other handlers to run, until there are no more handlers whose
preconditions are met. In this sense, the reactive pattern uses
constraint-based modeling with arbitrary events.
The power of a flag is that it can represent almost any-
thing, from internal state such as “the service is running” and
“disk utilization is critically high” to topology modifications
such as “a new relation is established” or “this node has
been removed”. The following is a non-exhaustive list of
what semantic meaning a flag might hold.
• Lifecycle Stage: The orchestrator itself defines a num-
ber of flags that represent which lifecycle transition
it requests such as install, config-changed, and stop.
These are the reactive pattern’s counterpart to the hooks
and lifecycles of declarative workflows.
• Service state: Developers can define a number of flags
that represent low-level state of the service such as
“the webserver is installed” and “the SSL certificate
is registered”.
• Service events: A flag can also represent events that
happened in the past, and that might need to be handled,
such as “the service has crashed”, which might require
notifying a system administrator, even when the service
has successfully been restarted.
• Topology state and events: Flags can also represent
the topology or changes to it. A flag can indicate that a
new relation was created in the model or that a related
service in the topology has entered a certain state.
• Day 2 operations: A flag can signal that a backup is
requested, that an update is required, or that an SSL
certificate needs to be renewed.
Note that not all flags need to be set by the handlers
themselves. The operating system itself can set a flag when
a service crashes or when a certain time has passed, and the
orchestrator sets flags to indicate which lifecycle stage the
application is in and what the current state of the topology
is. This for example allows the workflow to hook into the
lifecycle provided by the orchestrator.
Definition 1: A handler is an activity that manages a
cloud resource, accompanied by a set of preconditions that,
using flags, states when that activity should execute.
Definition 2: A flag is a boolean identified by a unique
string that is a semantic representation of an event to be
used in a handler’s preconditions.
Figure 1 shows a custom workflow that emerges from a set
of handlers and their preconditions. Each activity is a handler
and the control flow emerges from their preconditions. The
orchestrator starts the workflow and sets the appropriate
flags when the domain name config is set and changed.
The operating system itself sets flags when 20 days have
passed and when an update is available to the packages.
The pseudocode for the handlers and their preconditions is
available online [16].
The resulting workflow shows that some activities such
as deploying the web app and registering the SSL certificate
can be executed in parallel. This however only regards the
control flow dependencies, not the actual dependencies of
the activities themselves: it does not matter which action is
run first, but the actions might not be able to run at the same
time.
Figure 1. This workflow emerges from the handlers, their preconditions
and their flags. Each handler is represented by an activity. The “stop web
app” handler is represented by two different activities because the next
activity depends on which activity was executed previously to “stop web
app”. The handlers are colored according to which aspect of the service
they manage.
In summary, flags and handlers allow the construction of
emergent workflows that hook into and expand the lifecycle
provided by the orchestrator. Because the emergent reactive
workflow hooks into the lifecycle provided by the orches-
trator using flags, it can leverage the existing techniques
to combine the declarative workflows of multiple compo-
nents into a single workflow that manages the entire cloud
application. Just like with declarative workflows, reactive
emergent workflows are shipped as part of the node type
of a component. When that component gets added to a
model, the accompanied workflow will be hooked into the
model’s global workflow. This approach thus eliminates the
downsides of TOSCA’s imperative workflows while allowing
for a greater level of flexibility.
B. Scope
A big advantage of cloud modeling languages stems
from the separated scope between nodes. A node can only
access information about another component if there is an
explicit relationship that shares that piece of information.
This property is also present in the reactive pattern. Flags in
the reactive pattern are unit-scoped: each instance of a node
type has its own set of flags. Handlers themselves are node-
type scoped: all instances of a single node-type have the
same set of handlers. This means that the emergent workflow
of each unit will be the same, but the current position in the
workflow might be different. The web app example from
Figure 1 is a single service that consists of a number of
components: an SSL encrypt certificate, a webserver and
a web app. When the web app scales out into multiple
instances, each instance will have its own set of flags, but
the handlers will be the same over each unit.
C. Layers
As mentioned previously, the web app example service
can be divided into three components: the webserver, the
SSL certificate and the web app. The emergent workflow
in Figure 1 shows each activity colored based on which
component it manages. As one can see, it is not possible to
divide the emergent workflow into three sub-workflows, one
for every component. With the reactive pattern, this becomes
possible since the workflow itself is just an emergent prop-
erty from the handlers and their preconditions: it only exists
at runtime. At design time, the handlers can be divided into
arbitrary groups because there are no explicit dependencies
between activities: the only dependencies are implicit with
the flags as an intermediary.
In the reactive pattern, each set of grouped handlers is
called a “layer”. Figure 2 shows the handlers from the web
app example divided into three layers. Each layer contains
the handlers that manage a specific part of the service: the
web app, the SSL certificate and the webserver. Adding a
layer to a node type results in the handlers of that layer being
added to the emergent workflow of that node type. This thus
greatly improves the reusability and allows developers to
focus on the components that they are an expert in, instead
of having to code the entire service. In a sense, this is aspect-
oriented programming: each layer contains the activities that
manage one specific aspect of the service. The flags define
the “cut points”, the points in which the aspects get injected
into the program code.
A layer is one level below a TOSCA node type: multiple
layers combined form one node type. From the viewpoint
of the orchestrator, all layers of the same node type share
the same lifecycle. The orchestrator does not coordinate the
lifecycles of each layer individually since the control flow
of a service is defined by the flags and the preconditions of
handlers. This also has the advantage that a model designer
does not come into contact with layers, the model designer
only sees a single node and layers are an “implementation
detail” of the node. Finally, this makes it possible to use
layers without needing any changes to TOSCA itself since
layers are “compiled” into a TOSCA node type, and the
orchestrator only interacts with the node type.
In order for layers to be reusable, it is important that
each layer defines what the semantic properties are of each
flag. Some flags might be for internal use in a layer itself,
while other flags are to be used by other layers to signal
this layer or to use in the preconditions of their handlers. It
is also important to define how these flags will be managed
Figure 2. Since the dependencies between handlers are implicit, the
handlers can be grouped by which aspect of the service they manage, even
though the emergent control flow goes back and forth between the layers
in an erratic manner.
by a layer: whether or not flags will be automatically set or
removed when certain conditions happen.
Furthermore, it is important to avoid conflicts between
layers. An example of a conflict is when two handlers, A
and B, react to the same flag, config.changed, and both clear
that flag during execution. Though it is not immediately
obvious, this results in non-deterministic behavior because
the workflow is executed sequentially and the preconditions
of flags are rechecked after execution of every handler. If
handler A runs first, it will clear the config.changed flag and
handler B will not even run. This in itself is wanted behavior:
a handler is never allowed to run if its preconditions are not
met. If handler A clears a flag during its execution, it signals
that the event that set the flag is handled, indicating that no
other handlers which handle the same event should run.
It is however entirely possible that multiple layers handle
the same event. Layers do not have explicit dependencies
on each other, so a handler cannot know, at the time of
clearing the flag, if the event is actually handled by every
layer. Triggers are used to avoid such conflicts.
Definition 3: A trigger is a causal, directed dependency
between two flags that sets or clears a flag immediately when
the other flag is set or cleared.
Immediately in this context means that when a flag
changes, the execution of handlers is paused until all triggers
are processed.
Using a trigger, a layer links the config.changed flag to
a custom flag for example layer-a.config.changed, such that
the custom flag is set immediately after config.changed is
set. This custom flag is meant for internal use in that layer
only and is thus prefixed with the layer’s name. Since a
trigger is one-way, the custom flag will not be cleared when
another layer clears config.changed. The developer can thus
safely use the custom flag in the preconditions of a handler
without having to worry that it will be cleared by another
layer before the handler has a chance to run.
D. Interface layers and Endpoints
Much like layers contain reusable handlers to manage
individual services, interface layers contain reusable han-
dlers to manage the relationship between two nodes. Unlike
regular layers, a single interface layer contains handlers for
two nodes because an interface layer implements both sides
of the relationship. An interface layer is thus a declarative
model of the communication between two nodes. This again
makes it possible for the orchestrator to know whether a
relationship between two nodes is possible: if two nodes
share the same interface layer, the relationship is possible.
Relationships in TOSCA serve two purposes during or-
chestration: they are used to connect the control flow of two
nodes in a way that the dependency is resolved, and they are
used to exchange information such as IP addresses in order
to configure both services correctly.
The control flow of a single component in the reactive
pattern is defined by the flags. It is however not desirable to
share all the flags of one node with another node, since
that creates deep dependencies between nodes, loses the
modularity and limits the reusability of a layer. Thus, all
sharing of state and data happens explicitly by the handlers
of the interface layer so that the dependencies between the
implementation of two nodes are limited to the handlers of
the interface layer, which is not an issue since the interface
layer is already shared between two nodes.
Each time the relationship and its data gets changed,
the orchestrator notifies the interface layer by setting flags
that denote lower-level relationship events such as end-
point.x.joined, when a relationship is established, end-
point.x.changed, when relationship data changes, and end-
point.x.departed when a relationship is removed. These
lower-level flags are the internal API of an interface, they
are only to be used by relationship handlers which react to
these events, read and write relationship data and manage
higher-level flags. Regular layers should only react to the
higher-level flags since those are regarded as the “external
API” of the interface.
As an example, in the MySQL case of an interface which
is used to connect a node that provides a MySQL database
to a client, the MySQL side will have the higher-level flags
table.requested, to denote that a client has requested the
creation of a table, and user.requested which is set when
a client requests the creation of a user account. The layer
that manages the MySQL database will contain a number
of handlers that react to these flags to create the requested
tables and users, and will call back to the endpoint object
to notify that the requests are executed.
Endpoints are the key to the second purpose for relation-
ships: sharing information between nodes. An endpoint is
an object that represents one side of the relationship. It
publishes and reads the relationship data to communicate
with the endpoint at the other side and it translates the
Figure 3. The architecture of the charms.reactive framework: when the
orchestrator executes a hook, the reactive framework initiates and runs the
handlers whose preconditions are true.
raw relationship data into high-level objects to be used by
handlers.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
A. The “charms.reactive” framework
The charms.reactive framework is our implementation
of the reactive pattern built on top of Juju’s declarative
workflows1. It is written in Python 3. Handlers are decorated
python functions or executable files that implement the
external handler api.
A reactive charm is built from layers. Each layer is a
directory with a number of handlers and a layer.yaml file
that holds metadata such as the name of the layer, and
the dependencies of this layer i.e. what other layers this
layer uses. The charm build tool is used to compile a layer
and its dependencies into a charm. It downloads all the
dependencies from the layer-index 2, merges all the layers
and packages the result into a deployable charm.
Figure 3 shows the architecture of the framework. Much
like the state machines mentioned in Section II, the frame-
work ties into the Juju hooks so that any hook simply
executes the framework. It then decides which handlers to
run based on the preconditions of the handlers. When there
are no more handlers to run, the framework exits the hook.
According to the Juju orchestrator, a reactive charm is thus
no different from a regular charm.
At the start of each hook, the reactive framework loads
the flags from persistent storage, sets and clears the managed
flags based on the hook and the information from the orches-
trator, and starts to execute the handlers whose preconditions
are met, as shown in Listing 1. A handler is considered
matching if the preconditions are true and the handler did
not yet run in the current hook or the flags referenced in its
preconditions have changed since the last time it ran.
All handlers on the same unit are executed sequentially,
even if the emergent control flow allows concurrent execu-
tion, since the reactive pattern does not provide a way for
handlers to define whether or not two handlers can actually
1https://charmsreactive.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
2https://github.com/juju/layer-index
Listing 1. Pseudocode for a run of the reactive framework
set and clear managed flags
add matching handler to the queue
while queue is not empty:
for each handler in queue:
run handler
if handler failed:
revert flag changes
fail hook
remove handler from queue
remove not matching handlers from queue
add matching handler to queue
if max iterations reached:
revert flag changes
fail hook
run concurrently. This is however still an improvement over
TOSCA’s declarative workflows, where even the activities of
related nodes are run sequentially. The order in which the
reactive framework runs handlers when multiple handlers
match is undefined but deterministic: every run will result
in the same order, but a charm developer should not rely on
any order.
From Juju’s standpoint, a hook is transactional: if a hook
fails, Juju will rollback the state changes of that hook and try
the hook again. This fixes transient failures. For this reason,
the reactive framework itself also rolls back all changes to
flags when a handler fails. This protects against transient
failures as shown by Wettinger et al. [17]. Juju’s approach
to this does not eliminate the need for idempotency because
the orchestrator does not roll back the actual changes to the
service so the service might be in an inconsistent state, and
handlers might run multiple times when the hook is retried.
B. Lessons learned
In the initial version of the charms.reactive framework,
flags were called states, which confused developers be-
cause they thought they were building finite state machines
(FSMs). It is possible to build an FSM with the reactive
pattern, but the pattern is a lot more powerful since it also al-
lows event-based programming. Flags are a much more neu-
tral term which does not imply any specific model of compu-
tation. As an example, some of the relationship flags repre-
sent events instead of states. The relationship.{name}.joined
flag is a state: it is set when the relationship reaches the
joined state, and is cleared when the relationship leaves
that state. However, the relationship.{name}.departed flag
represents an event: it is set every time a unit departs from
a relationship and is manually cleared by a handler that
“handled” the departure. In contrast, if this event were a
state, it would be set when the first unit departs a relationship
and never be cleared since that unit remains departed, even
when that departure has been “handled”.
In the current implementation of the reactive framework,
handlers whose preconditions are true are re-executed in ev-
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Figure 5. Number of times each layer is used.
ery hook. This however turned out to be counter-intuitive for
developers, especially new developers without experience
writing non-reactive charms. Since the reactive framework
is a layer on top of Juju’s declarative workflow, and hooks
are thus hidden, having such a reliance on their lifecycle
adds unnecessary complexity for developers. It is however
not possible to change this behavior currently because this
will break backwards compatibility.
VI. IN PRACTICE
This section shows the results of using the reactive pattern
in Juju for more than two years, since our implementation
has become available. The results shown in this section are
obtained using the public Juju charm store api 3. A cached
copy of the data and the full code to download and process
it is available on Github [16].
The charm store contains a total of 529 active charms:
charms that have been downloaded in the last month. Of
those, only 176 or 33% use the reactive framework. The
relatively young age of the framework plays a big role in
this: many charms were built before the reactive framework,
and porting these charms to the reactive framework is not
trivial, since it requires a complete rewrite of the charm code.
Figure 4 shows the number of reused layers and interfaces
per charm, i.e. the number of layers and interfaces which are
also used by another charm. This shows that the reactive
framework has indeed made it possible to reuse workflow
code across charms: two-thirds of actively-used reactive
charms share at least one layer with another charm. This
is an incredibly high number compared to the workflows in
TOSCA, where node templates simply can not share any
3https://github.com/juju/charmstore/blob/v5-unstable/docs/API.md
workflow code. However, there is a lot of unused potential
because 41% of layers are used in only one charm as shown
in Figure 5.
Figure 4 also shows that interface layers are also heavily
reused: 73% of charms use at least one interface layer
that is shared with another charm, which improves the
compatibility of charms implementing the same interface.
However, not all interface layers have this benefit: 36% of
interface layers are only used once, as shown in Figure 5.
This is because of the high number of non-reactive charms:
these interface layers are used to connect reactive charms to
non-reactive charms.
VII. CONCLUSION
Six years of managing cloud applications in production
using declarative workflows shows that their inflexibility
limits their usefulness. Moreover, they don’t provide enough
opportunity for code reuse, causing duplicated effort and al-
lowing connected workflows managing different services to
become silently incompatible. The reactive pattern proposed
in this paper addresses these issues by allowing declarative
specification of workflows that match the actual lifecycles
of the services and by enabling aspect-based grouping of
workflow activities into reusable layers.
The results of two years of production use show the re-
active pattern’s benefits: 67% of reactive charms use shared
layers and 73% of reactive charms use shared interfaces.
This shows that the reactive pattern solves the issues of
declarative workflows and even though it originated from
the Juju ecosystem, it is generic enough so that it can form
the basis for improved workflow support in other cloud
modeling languages such as TOSCA.
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